
 

 ــــةكنللزي اللغـــة االيف مادة ورقة عمل قواعد 
 االساســــــي  التاســـــع

 

Vocabulary / Definitions / Units 4,5,6 
Unit 4 / Cities / SB 32,33 

1- traffic : vehicles  12- ideas : plans or suggestions 

2- peaceful : quiet 13- problems : difficulties or troubles 

3- traffic jam: with a lot of vehicles 14- suggestions : plans or ideas 

4- stressed: not relaxed  15- laws : rules   

5- publish : to make information available to  

                     people  

16- pedestrians : people walking along the 

                           streets 

6- lorries : trucks / large vehicles  17- gates : main, big doors 

7- crowded : with a lot of people 18- block : building 

8- dirty : not clean 19- replace : to take the place of something 

9- peaceful : quiet 20- recommend : advise 

10- pollution : the state of being dirty  21- conclude : end up 

11- improve : make or become better  

Unit 4 / The story of cities / SB 34 

1- commerce : trade / buying and selling  7- architecture : the study of buildings 

2- culture: the general customs and beliefs  8- without : not having   

3- defend : fight against 9- rules : official instructions 

4- inhabited : have people who live in 10- ruler : someone like a king 

5- religious : connected with God  11- prisons : places where criminals are kept 

6- aspects : parts of a situation     

Unit 4 / City Life  / SB 36 

1- population : all the people who live in a city,   

                         a country  

7- museum : a place where you see important 

                     and valuable objects from the past  

2- finance : the management of money by the 

                   government 

8- earthquake : a sudden shaking of the earth’s 

                         surface 

3- financial: connected with money 9- such as : like 

4- subways : underground trains 10- Anthropology : the study of humankind  

5- sights : views                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           11- host: someone who has guests  

6- international: involving more than one  

                           country 

12- conquer: to take control of foreign land by 

                     force  

Unit 4 / Tokyo / AB 22    

1- contrast : the opposite  7- district : an area of a city or country 

2- motorways : streets for cars 8- sell ≠ buy 

3- squares : open areas 9- flats : apartments   

4- unhurried : slow  10- storeys : levels of a building  

5- combination : a mix of different things 11- skyscraper : a very high tall building 

6- teenage : aged between 13 and 19  12- fashion : popular at a particular time 

Unit 5 / The Buried City / SB 40 

1- visible : able to be seen  5- contact: communicate with someone  

2- shade: slight darkness caused by something  

                blocking the direct light from the sun  

6- dig: to break up and move soil using a tool,  

            a machine or your hands 

3- search: look for  7- check: examine 

4- explore: search and discover   



 

Unit 5 / The makers of modern medicine / SB 44   

1- knowledge: information about a subject  10- a promise: oath 

2- scholar: a person who studies a subject in 

                  great detail  

11- surgery : an operation, when doctors cut your 

                   body 

3- volume: book 12- observation: watching closely   

4- symptoms : signs of illness, such as  

                        a temperature  

13- allergies : when you have contact with  

                       something that makes you ill 

5- director : manager 14- century : one hundred years 

6- manual: a book which gives you practical  

                    instructions 

15- hygiene : the rules for keeping you and your 

                      surroundings clean 

7- accurately: correctly 16- anatomy: the scientific study of the body   

8- treatment : medicine, or medical care to cure you 17- injury : hurt, such as a cut, to the body 

9- accurate: correct, exact and without any mistakes  18- generation: all the people of about the same age  

 

Unit 5 / Activity Book / page 30 

1- painkiller: medicine used to reduce or 

                      remove physical pain  

9- prepare : get things ready  

2- qualified : having skills , having training  10- recover : become better 

3- surgeon : the person who carries out an  

                      operation 

11- patient: the person who has an operation in  

                   hospital 

4- assist : help 12- role: duty 

5- nurse: the person who helps a doctor in the  

                 hospital 

13- ward: large rooms into which a hospital is 

                divided 

6- stable : fixed 14- treat : give medical care 

7- constant : frequent  15- treatment: medical care 

 

Unit 6  / Clean Water / SB 46 

1- essential: necessary; needed  9- bucket: a container often used for carrying 

                 liquids  

2- pump: a machine for moving liquids or gas 10- enthusiastic: feeling energetic  

3 attend: be present 11- suffer: feel pain 

4- charity:  a system of giving money, food or 

                   help free to those who are in need  

12- various: many different 

5- install: put a machine into position and make 

                it ready to use  

13- transform: to change completely  

 

6- well: a deep hole in the ground from which 

             you can get water, oil, or gas  

14- bucket: a container with a handle for holding 

                   water 

7- supply: an amount of something that is 

                   available for use 

15-rainfall: the quantity of rain that falls 

 

Unit 6 / Water for life / SB 48 

1- necessary: needed  6- 7- remaining: what is left 

2- average: amount 7- waste time: not make good use of the hours  

3- access: the method of getting near to a place 

                 or person 

8- responsible for: the duty of taking care of  

                               someone or something 

4- decade: a period of ten years  9- energy: power 

5- drinkable: clean and safe to drink 10- unfortunately: unluckily 
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